


From Academy Award winner Roger Christian, comes the sci-fi 
thriller STRANDED starring Christian Slater (True Romance, Robin 
Hood: Prince of Thieves, Interview With The Vampire).

Colonel Gerard K. Brauchman (Slater) leads a team of isolated 
astronauts on board the ARK moon base. When a meteor collides 
with their base, the astronauts find themselves in immediate 
danger — spores from the meteorite can replicate, reproduce 
and mutate human cell structure, leaving everyone on board to 
fight for their lives.
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CREW OF ARK MOON BASE

Christian Slater
Col. Gerard K. Brauchman
(true romance, robin hood: prince of thieves, 
interview with the vampire)

brendan fehr
dr. lance w. krauss
(BONES, CSI: MIAMI, ROSWELL)

amy matysio
ava cameron
(JUST FRIENDS)

michael therriault
snr. engineer bruce johns
(total recall)
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SCENE 1B - INTERIOR CONTROL MOONBASE - NIGHT

   GERARD
We’ve reached halfway through our mission. One 
hundred and eighty-two days completed without 
incident. One hundred and eighty-two to go. 

Signing out. 
Colonel Brauchman: Ark Moonbase Commander.
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SCENE 47 - INTERIOR CONTROL - NIGHT

GERARD
Carbon monoxide readings are through the 
roof. 95% of the base is powered off, so we’ll 
have to get used to working in darkness until 
we can get the emergency lights back working.
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SCENE 50 - INTERIOR SCIENCE BAY - DAY

As Ava opens the centrifugal machine and 
lifts the broken test tube, she accidentally 
punctures her plastic glove and cuts her 
index finger. It’s a small graze but potentially 
deadly. Ava carefully hides her actions and 
quickly runs her hand under distilled water...
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Medical Bay
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SCENE 58 - INTERIOR MEDICAL BAY - NIGHT

LANCE
Your stomach is swollen. You have 
what appears to be an accelerated 
form of pregnancy. I can’t explain it...

AVA
Impossible. Run the tests again. 
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SCENE 135 - INTERIOR CORRIDOR - NIGHT

An empty corridor. Gerard cautiously makes 
his way down. We can see a dark shape 
moving behind him. He waits. Taser ready. 
The figure approaches slowly. He can hear 
breathing.
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Corridor
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SCENE 73 - INTERIOR MEDICAL BAY - LATER

The strange child-like baby covered in dried blood 
and mucus looks up at Ava.

Its hideous deformed face utters a strange yell.

Ava screams in horror as the baby entity flees away 
over the side of the bed and into the darkness.
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DIrector

Roger christian
(BATTLEFIELD EARTH, UNDERWORLD)

PRODUCER  
Kevin DEWALT

(THE TALL MAN, 13EERIE)

Escape capsule from the ARK Moon base




